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REDISCOVERING FAMILY THERAPY IN THE MIDST OF A GLOBAL PANDEMIC
There’s no underestimating the extent to which we’ve abruptly entered uncharted territory. As
the current pandemic has impacted every facet of life, the distinct implications on the provision
of therapy are continually realized in each passing moment. For many of us, we’re left feeling
paralyzed by the tension between a world under orders to stand still while simultaneously
expected to keep moving forward. The disorienting competition of messages across social and
commercial media outlets continually compounds the contradictions between state and federal
government. In an era where political zeal has taken reign over empiricism, any notion of truth
is increasingly difficult to discern.
Nonetheless, our local agencies have all but entirely actualized a heroic effort to expediently
implement and transition to Telehealth service delivery. With swift legislation ensuring that
third-party payers will continue reimbursement while lifting restrictions to allow full optimization
of virtual platforms, the majority of our clients will continue receiving treatment. The urgency of
shifting to a new reality demanded every remaining resource we had while occupying our
immediate cognitions. There’s little room for anxiety when the mission is clear. We knew the
questions to ask and found the answers. Now that we’ve settled into this new reality within an
unknown timeline, a new question emerges: Now what?
The uncertainties we’re facing are unlike anything our collective generations have seen. We
have no reachable reference to create meaning nor elders to seek for dissemination of an
experiential wisdom. We’re all facing the same unrecognizable monster. We’re fully aware of
its capacities, but uncertain in our response. Never before has the distinction between the
presented client struggle and those of our own been stretched so thin across an entire week’s
caseload. It’s a new brand of fatigue to manage as therapists. While we all adjust to life under
the same ominous cloud, everything feels different. We’re fortunate to have had such quick
access to Telehealth, but I’ve quickly come to miss being-with my clients. I miss the renewable
energy of organic human connection and endless creative capacities such encounters allow. I
find it more difficult to focus. Administrative efficiency is stunted. I feel less effective; less
equipped to address such a profound anxiety with little clinical guidance directing its potential
resolution. But nonetheless, our client’s expectations of us in our call to duty has not wavered.
It’s a demoralizing position to find ourselves in as dedicated mental health providers, so
desperately wanting to provide our clients with resources seemingly beyond our reach. Part of
the psychological paralysis that’s been difficult to define may stem from our resistance
to accept that the answers we so desperately seek are ours to create...
As there’s still much to learn about COVID-19 at large and its specific implications for therapy
in particular, we’re tempted to give in to such grand uncertainty—and the temptation is strong.
In such uncertain times when little feels as it was, however, it’s critical that we remember all
that we know and our many resources that remain. In particular, we’re a profession largely
organized around understanding anxiety, suffering, and their relationship to uncertainty. We
understand that anxiety leads us to believe we’re helpless and small. We understand that
suffering is an inescapable condition of existence; and not something selectively endured by
those coming to us for support. We understand that uncertainty must be met with courage,
humility, and a belief in something bigger. Ultimately, we understand that therapy works, and
that the something bigger is often actualized in the infinite resilience that drives our collective
human spirit. As we all adjust to doing what we already do well within a context where
everything has changed, I’ve been able to keep myself grounded in recognizing the rules of
systemic practice that have fundamentally stayed the same…
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THE WOUNDED HEALER
The reality that we’re all facing this goes without saying while at the same time cannot be
overstated. The weight of this massive anxiety so difficult to define leaves prior capacities for
sustained concentration impaired, presence an even greater chore, and disorients the range of
affect once familiar. Life’s daily stresses have been subdued with fear, and realizations of our
shared insignificance to a virus indiscriminate to the cultural systems in which we derive
individual meaning awakens the deepest of our existential anxieties.
The sufferings that embody our self as therapist is not new, and far from a detriment. As
therapists, we understand that awareness of our own sufferings can constitute a most powerful
asset in the healing process of others. We understand this essential truth with as much
humility as we do its counterpart—that wounds left untended, raw, and fraught with our own
emotionality can constitute one of the greatest barriers to showing up for our clients in the
ways they need us.
This crisis doesn’t afford us the time or resources to heal before others come to us for support.
At the same time, we can’t be too quick to accept that the circumstance at hand relieves us of
the essential responsibility to show up for our clients in a way that maintains the therapeutic
space necessary for healing—a space that is predominantly theirs to occupy. I’d be naïve to
suggest that we reach that same bar of presence in the coming weeks, but at the same time,
unwise to allow that bar to be lowered. As clients take their share of time discussing subjective
experiences of the pandemic’s developments, they’ll also need to maintain pursuits of healing
the trauma, attachment wounds, and sufferings of time’s past that initially brought them to
therapy. And in that time, they’ll need us to show up—as a person, and still as a professional.
It’s a task we weren’t prepared for, but our call to duty nonetheless…
We knew the questions to ask about Telehealth and we found the answers. Where the
resources remain scarce, however, is what to do now. How can we show up for our clients
during such unchartered times? Again, let’s elaborate upon what we already know and identify
the multisystemic rules of practice as resources to sustain us through this crisis. In particular,
let’s remember that we know how to support one another, we know the craft of tending to the
suffering of others, and we know how to conceptualize the complexities of multisystemic
problems as a basis to constitute the foundation for healing...

CUDDLE GROUPS
Whitaker taught us the essential role that forming professional cuddle groups serve in the
provision of effective therapy. A memorable reframe I caught this week was a reminder that
we’re responsibly engaging in physical distancing, and not necessarily social distancing. We
need each other in this but will have to work harder to stay engaged. Connect with each other.
Talk about what’s been difficult, but don’t lose sight of our commitment to maintaining the same
standards of dedicated professional practice. Share the difficulties but emphasize the honor
in maintaining what it means to show up for our clients. Ernest Becker wrote that any
individual’s current state of mental health is most effectively measured by the extent to which
they are experiencing themselves as heroes within their cultural meaning systems. Keep being
your clients’ hero; and seek out your own when in need. Remember: In 2013, Elsa saved Anna
(with true love) after Anna saved the Kingdom (with courage). Be like Anna. Meet your client’s
fears with enactments of courage, knowing that courage can’t exist outside of a close
relationship to fear. The more we talk about our “stuff” outside of the therapeutic space, the far
less likely it will be to creep into what’s reserved for the clients we’re here to keep serving…
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EVIDENCE-BASED PRACTICE
We couldn’t ethically treat trauma by neglecting emerging research and attaining a
comprehensive understanding of its etiology and effective interventions. In the same light,
we’re going to be limited in our capacity to effectively respond to pandemic-related anxiety by
avoiding ongoing developments as they progress. This doesn’t mean watch more news. We
don’t look to the media to help us understand trauma and shouldn’t rely upon journalists as a
singular source of information surrounding the crisis at hand. The gold standard in higher
education is direct review of the primary source as opposed to relying upon second or thirdhand reporting. In today’s times, I have far greater faith in numbers derived from a coherent
methodology than second or third-hand reporting. Identify reliable, scholarly resources left
undistorted by the varying filters of human bias. Pursuing data in such a manner calls for a
greater degree of energy, but I imagine you’ll experience a welcomed brand of composure as
you shift from a reactant of the news to an investigator of the problem. The New England
Complex Systems Institute has a page dedicated to empirically-sound data on our pandemic’s
daily developments.
The powerful influence attributed to our professional training and license elevates our
responsibility in disseminating factual information—both with clients and in delivering public
statements when occupying the position of qualified healthcare professional. Although difficult,
staying composed in the middle ground between over-reacting (i.e., panic) and under-reacting
(i.e., dangerous arrogance) will not only strengthen our attempts to manage this unacquainted
anxiety, but deepen our capacity to effectively assess and intervene in pandemic-related
struggles as they present with clients. The data is evolving rapidly. As we stay afloat with the
trends, I encourage doing so through a composed lens of clinical inquiry. The more we
understand what’s in front of us, the better equipped we’ll be to help regulate the physiological
rhythm of our collective human system.

DEVELOPING A MULTISYSTEMIC CASE CONCEPTUALIZATION
Clients bring us a lifetime worth of suffering often presented in a disorganized and desperate
manner. They don’t tell us their story in the form of a diagnostic assessment. As each new
piece of the puzzle is identified, we collaboratively engage the process of piecing them
together while co-creating the emerging pieces that will ultimately constitute the totality of
prescribed meaning. Our capacity to facilitate such a delicate process comes down to our
theoretical and empirical understanding of suffering’s manifestations and the relevant
modalities of treatment that bring about healing. Without organizing the experience through our
clinical and academic training, we’re prone to becoming just as lost in the chaos as our clients
while imposing personal subjectivities into their therapeutic narrative. When it comes to the
current pandemic, the case conceptualization we seek is one of those questions with an
answer that’s ours to create…
I’ve noticed a shared theme amongst clients, colleagues, and those in my personal life. It
presents in dialogue and manifests the physical space between our iris and lower eyelid. In
many ways, it comes down to the difficulty in bringing words to the weight we are all left to
hold. Our typical emotional vocabulary is falling short in defining the experience in ways that
feel congruent to what’s internally felt. Reducing the experience to stress is quickly
unsatisfying in light of the stresses we’ve grown accustomed to just four months ago. The
anxiety is well-felt, but a brand of anxiety that’s difficult to define in the grandness of its
unfamiliarity. As the traumas and attachment disruptions that complicate our coping are
exacerbated, we can’t attribute this pandemic-related anxiety to a series of relational
experiences that often serve as a critical resource in bringing meaning to our suffering while
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paving a path toward healing. COVID-19 is not enacting upon an individual; it’s enacting upon
all of us. It’s reduced our individuality to a collective position of mere circumstance—an
indiscriminate game of odds. As I’ve worked toward conceptualizing this collective feeling so
difficult to define, however, I have started to feel the first glimpse of clarity.
I view the world through the intersection of existentialism and cybernetics, spending the better
half of this past decade studying the collective mismanagement of existential anxiety in global
systems. I’ve yet to be even moderately convinced that all problems associated with human
nature don’t ultimately stem from our species's unique awareness of mortality. This doesn’t
always make me good company, but it’s certainly increased my capacity to face the most brutal
of truths that often present in our clinical practice with a position of humbled composure. This
pandemic is no exception. Understanding the complexity of death anxiety’s multisystemic
manifestations across our human race, however, is far less about dying and far more about
living. As I’ve listened to my clients, engaged with close others, and put all remaining
resources toward maintaining daily meditative practices, the source of this unique angst begins
to surface in the following dynamics…

VULNERABILITY, HELPLESSNESS, UNCERTAINTY, AND FELT-INSIGNIFICANCE
The Atlantic just released an article depicting the various ways in which this pandemic will end.
It’s far from a light read, yet ultimately settling in its bold confrontation with the inescapable
reality of our moment. Toward the end, Ed Yong (2020) shares the following sentiment:

Aspects of America’s identity may need rethinking after
COVID-19. Many of the country’s values have seemed to
work against it during the pandemic. Its individualism,
exceptionalism, and tendency to equate doing whatever you
want with an act of resistance meant that when it came time
to save lives and stay indoors, some people flocked to bars
and clubs. Having internalized years of anti-terrorism
messaging following 9/11, Americans resolved to not live in
fear. But SARS-CoV-2 has no interest in their terror,
only their cells…
This pandemic has not only brought direct awareness of our shared insignificance but has
challenged many notions of reality in which we’ve largely remained illusioned. In many ways,
it’s calling into question nearly every aspect that constituted our daily consciousness just three
months ago. Everything we’ve invested our lives into—schedules, emails, work, agendas,
politics, and the go-go-go dynamic of the west—have been so abruptly stunted, and as a
result, examined. It’s been difficult for people to derive the same degree of meaning in our
daily pursuits; and the void now exposed is powerful. There seems to be a fear that such
meaning won’t return, and dizzying curiosity around whether or not that’s a good thing.
Interestingly, my clients have expressed far less anxiety around contracting COVID-19 than
they have around the fears of what’s next; of what this will all come to mean. Personally, my
anxiety is largely in responses to the ways in which this pandemic has exposed us to
ourselves…
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The parallels between our current pandemic and history’s experience of wartime are
warranted. It’s a war that transpired quickly, and one in which we were inexcusably
underprepared. The immediate manifestations are evident in the gross shortage of medical
supplies, treatment facilities, and the outcome of a deeply polarized government still struggling
to serve democracy over partisanship. The more subtle manifestation, however, exists within
the collective consciousness of our society.

A War without an International Enemy
The last American generation that knew the realities of a united wartime is occupied by only
our oldest adult population (i.e., WWII). For the first time in human history we find ourselves in
a country where the vast majority of its citizens will never have to experience the brand of
war’s brutality that carried on for far too long. This is not to suggest that evolving beyond a
draft system that sent masses of our 18-year-old children off to die is a detriment. However, to
what extent have the comforts associated with the majority of current generations growing up
in a post-wartime era and resulting illusions of international invincibility derived from being the
world’s leading power left us psychologically impotent to fighting an enemy invulnerable to our
military strength? We find ourselves here within a society desensitized to the comforts we’ve
since organized around and psychologically unequipped to cope with a new reminder of our
shared vulnerability—a vulnerability in which nationalism continues to fail in fulfilling its
constant promise to keep us safe. As the stories of history tell time and time again, an empire
that grows too comfortable in its power eventually turns inward on itself. Following 9/11,
history’s tale of war-time experiences serving as a catalyst to unite a society unfolded. Now,
without an external ‘other’ to combat we find the polarization of our current times sustained...

A War within a Polarized Nation
Referencing data and analysis of state-level responses to the pandemic, Ronald Brownstein
(2020) notes that Red and Blue America aren’t experiencing the same pandemic. Published
just last week, these polarized attitudes stand strong despite irrefutable data, videos, and selfreports of what’s happening in Italy and other countries deeper into COVID-19’s capacity.
Despite this undeniable reality, we have yet to move past the party over country mindset that’s
destabilizing our democracy—depriving a collective sense of togetherness that’s desperately
needed. Social scientists have well substantiated the extent to which belief in a shared cultural
worldview (e.g., the togetherness of a national identity) serves as a primary buffer to existential
anxiety. In this case, we’re left in the midst of a national worldview that the population is
struggling to collectively buy into.
When the fear of this pandemic’s ultimate casualty count remains unknown, it’s compounded
by the fear of its ultimate impact on our culture and way of life at large. Are we reaching the
ultimate findings of our great experiment in democracy? Is this where the road of individualistic
societies ultimately leads? How long will it be until things go back to normal? And if they ever
do, to what extent would that mean we’ve learned nothing from this?

What Now?
For those of you still reading, this is a good example of why so many prematurely give up on
existentialism’s therapeutic method. I imagine you’re not feeling better, and maybe even
worse. The question to ask yourself, however, is whether or not it feels honest. Is there any
more clarity as we went deeper into the abyss of our circumstance? Most importantly, are you
starting to bring a face to the monster in front of us?
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THAT’S existentialism—going toward the
monster, facing it, and seeing it clearly. As you
face the monster, you begin to recognize that the
ground under your feet is starting to stabilize.
Your internal fears enter into alignment with the
moment’s external reality. You know what you’re
up against. And as you see the monster staring
back at you, the power of your autonomy to
choose how you face an inescapable
circumstance begins to fill the space and you
catch the first glimpse of hope shining through
the other end. It’s a process of authenticity—
albeit a process that calls for an enactment of
courage greater than fear…
The closest reference to a collective response of
this pandemic may bring us back to World War II.
Shifting away from the polarizing war-time
dynamic established during Vietnam with residual
effects still governing society today, we need to
be clear in identifying and celebrating each
individual’s role and the heroes that will lead us
through. The soldiers sent off to Nazi Germany in
WWII are embodied in our citizens currently
fighting for their lives and the front-line medical
staff and first responders tirelessly working to
save them. The women and physically impaired
citizens of WWII that kept our country moving
while too many were off to war are embodied in
our grocery store workers, the food industry,
chain supply companies, truck drivers, and
industries innovating the rapid development of
desperately needed supplies. As we fervently
implemented Telehealth platforms to sustain the
mental health support necessary in seeing this
through, our educators were moving a semester’s
worth of curriculum to online platforms. And a
most unique aspect of heroism in this precarious
war, is the heroism of those sheltering-in-place.
Directives to stay home is not an imposition of
liberty—such statements reflect a pathology of
individualistic culture.
Staying home is a service on behalf of our human
system; serving both individual and collective
interests. It’s setting aside individual desire on in
the interests of another. There is honor in each
individual’s role, and now is a time to elevate the
honor of heroism to the forefront of
consciousness.
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When my daughter was around three years old,
she developed the tell-tale fear of a monster in her
room. I spent a week walking her through every
nook and cranny as if that would relieve her fear of
the mysterious monster. As she’d accept that we
looked everywhere a monster could be, she was
still unsettled. Not seeing the monster seemed to
make it worse. Without consulting my spouse, I
made the unilateral decision to prime over a
stuffed monster. Two days later as she was
brushing her teeth, I snuck the monster right
under her bed (the third spot we’d check in our
new bedtime routine). This time, however, when I
peeked under the bed, I expressed my own
anticipated shock. “Coco! There is a monster under
your bed! You were right!” She experienced a brief
panic, but my tone quickly shifted as I kept staring
at the monster. I began describing the monster to
her while sharing my internal thoughts, feelings,
and curiosities. As I regulated, she eventually
enacted the courage to peek under the bed. Her
fear almost immediately shifted into a soft
curiosity that briefly preceded an even more
curious smile. I asked her if I could pull the
monster out from under the bed, sharing that the
monster looked lonely. Her trust overwhelmed the
hesitation as she nodded. As I held the monster,
we talked about the monster.
Within a brief moment,
we were holding the
monster—and in the
next, she named the
monster Monster
and slept with it
every night for
the next two
years...
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Pandemics of this nature may be foreign to current generations, but such crises are evident
throughout our world’s history. It’s a condition of existence. COVID-19 is our pandemic. In the
midst of such grand crises, it’s important to remember that we still have choices to make. So
long as we remember that our collective will is larger than the pandemic at hand, we have
access to the essential resource needed to keep going. It’s a time that demands a clear sense
of meaning and purpose. MFTs have a critical role to play in getting us through—both in the
immediate moment and eventual renewal of physical engagement ahead. There’s honor in our
work, and honor matters. I’m proud to be part of this professional community. Knowing that our
critical work carries on amongst the many other hero systems noted above, matters. It’s what
brings me the peace I need to fall asleep each night and courage to wake up the next morning
to do it again. So keep playing your part in this, because our work matters…
Godspeed.
Lucas Volini, DMFT, LMFT
President-Elect, MAMFT
Lucas is the current President-Elect of MAMFT, Professor in the Department of Marriage &
Family Sciences Doctoral Programs at Northcentral University, and Director of the Global
Family Therapy Institute at Ellie Family Services (Chaska, MN).
A special thanks to Tamara Statz and Chris LeDuc for offering content editorial on this article.
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About the Task Force
MAMFT’s Board of Directors has organized an ad-hoc Pandemic Task Force of volunteer
board members to serve as a resource in supporting our professional community throughout
this pandemic’s progressive developments. The Task Force will work with other MAMFT board
members to continue organizing resources, coordinating communication across membership,
generate trainings and community connection groups, and respond to ongoing inquiries from
members as they arise. Below, you can find the many resources already accessible on
MAMFT’s website along with a list of the aspired resources to come.

RESOURCES
- CLICKABLE HYPERLINKS MAMFT’s website has accumulated the following general resources for membership:
COVID-19 Control and Prevention

Client Resources

MN Department of Health – Guidance for
All Minnesotans

Updates and Information from the MN
MFT Regulatory Board

Behavioral Health and Emergency
Preparedness

MN Small Business Emergency Loans

As well as resources specific to the ongoing provision of Telehealth:
Legislation Passed on 3/17/20 Regarding
Insurance Reimbursement of Telehealth

MHCP form needed for Telehealth with
MA clients

HHS Notification: Good Faith Provision
for Telehealth

Office and Technology Checklist for
Providing Telehealth

Waiver or Modification of Requirements
Under Section 1135 of the Social Security
Act

Informed Consent Checklist for
Telehealth Services (APA)

MN State Statutes Regarding
Telemedicine (2019)
Tele-mental Health Risk Management Tips
Best Practices in the Online Practice of
Couple and Family Therapy (AAMFT)
Teletherapy Guidelines (AMFTRB)
Telehealth Online Trainings

Example Client Communication about
Telehealth
Minnesota Telehealth Parity Legislation
Overview
Internet Speed Test
Office and Technology Checklist (APA)
Does your liability insurance cover
telehealth?

www.MAMFT.net
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RESOURCES IN DEVELOPMENT
Membership Support Group Chats

Info on creating a professional will

Have a weekly special email blast with
info related to the pandemic

Info addressing confusion about
platforms for Telehealth

Tips for navigating the banking/loan
process

Create a list of family therapy sites taking
practicum students

Information for the public on what to do if
your therapist dies

Specialized resources for marginalized
groups disproportionately affected

HOW YOU CAN HELP
Working through the ongoing pandemic will undoubtedly require a group effort. If you are
interested in offering resources, authoring an article, or have expertise in a specialized training
protocol relevant to the pandemic, please contact MAMFT’s Pandemic Task Force at:
taskforce@mamft.net
We look forward to hearing from you and playing our part in supporting membership’s ongoing
needs.
-MAMFT’s Pandemic Task Force
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